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Why a lecture 

series?
• A community of learning 

and action

– Moving forward amid covid

• A resource

– for teachers and learners

• A challenge

– Additional resources and 

information

– Interactive elements



Overview of 

today’s talk
• Science of climate change

– Quick recap from last week

• How can humans respond to 

climate change

– REPORTS!

– Mitigation

– Adaptation (next week)

• Mitigation in Squamish

– The CCAP

– Modelled emissions



33°C warmer

Recap: 

The 

greenhouse 

effect



Recap – positive 

feedback cycles • Snow-ice albedo (snow/ice vs water)

• Atmospheric water vapour

• Permafrost melting

• Forest fires and pests

• Ocean die – off

• Use of air conditioning



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

If we just doubled atmospheric 

GHG concentrations, earth’s 

temperature should increase by 

about 1.6⁰C. However, due to 

positive feedback cycles, earth’s 

average temperature is estimated 

to actually increase by about:

a) 2 ⁰C

b) 3 ⁰C

c) 4 ⁰C

d) 5 ⁰C



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

If we just doubled atmospheric 

GHG concentrations, earth’s 

temperature should increase by 

about 1.6⁰C. However, due to 

positive feedback cycles earth’s 

average temperature is estimated 

to actually increase by about:

a) 2 ⁰C

b) 3 ⁰C

c) 4 ⁰C

d) 5 ⁰C

The median value in 

sensitivity is about 3C, but 

there is a LOT of 

uncertainty – estimates 

commonly range from 1.4-

4.6 degrees

https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-how-scientists-estimate-

climate-sensitivity

https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-how-scientists-estimate-climate-sensitivity
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Recap –

atmospheric 

GHG 

concentrations

https://scripps.ucsd.edu/programs/keelingcurve/


Future climate 

projections

IPCC 2013: 

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads

/2018/02/WG1AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WG1AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf


Climate change 

timeline
❖ 1859: Tyndall proves greenhouse 

effect

❖ 1900: Arrhenius determines ‘climate 

sensitivity’ is 2-4°C

❖ 1930: Callendar shows that 

temperatures are increasing

❖ 1950: Plass shows that warming is 

related to CO2 emissions

❖ 1970s: Hansen conclusively shows 

observable changes have occurred

❖ 1988: Hansen testifies that he is 99% 

sure human forcing is detectable

Image: 

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-

environment-15093234

https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-15093234


• Major assessment reports (5)

• WG1 –Physical Science Basis

• WG2 – Impacts, Adaptation

• WG3 – Mitigation

• Synthesis report

• Plus Special Reports



IPCC 5AR 

WG1 

process

• Scoping meeting

– Authors (209) and review 
editors (50) selected

• 1st Order Draft

– 21,400 comments from 
reviewers

• 2nd order draft 

– 31,422 comments from 
reviewers

• Final review

– 1855 comments from 
Governments

2009

2014





Synthesis report

• Scientist draft:

– 20 page report

– 19 headlines on 2 pages

• Scientist defend report to 

governments

– approved on a line-by-line 

basis 



The IPCC assessments are VERY 

comprehensive.

1. What are some benefits of these 

reports and the process?

2. What are some drawbacks of 

these reports and the process?

3. Do you think the IPCC should 

keep creating these 

assessments?

Discussion



What do the reports do



A special, 

special 

report



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS
In order to limit global warming to 

1.5⁰C, scientists estimate that 

anthropogenic (human caused) 

global emissions must be net zero 

by approximately:

a) 2040

b) 2050

c) 2060

d) 2070



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/S

R15_Headline-statements.pdf

In order to limit global warming to 

1.5⁰C, scientists estimate that 

anthropogenic (human caused) 

global emissions must be net zero 

by approximately:

a) 2040

b) 2050

c) 2060

d) 2070

https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Headline-statements.pdf


Recent Events:

“a climate 

emergency”

https://www.voiceonline.com/climate-strike-in-vancouver-draws-thousands/

nbcnews.com   



The Squamish 

Community Climate 

Action Plan (CCAP)

Links to Squamish 2040 OCP, Council 

Strategic Plan



Scope of the CCAP

• Scope limited to:

– Mitigation

– Community emissions

• No indirect emissions

• No land use, forestry or industry

• Underlying assumptions:

– Access to low-carbon electricity

– 100 year GWP values



POP QUIZ 

HOTSHOTS

In Squamish we consume a lot of 

energy, and we emit a lot of 

greenhouse gases. Which of these 

statements is true for Squamish: 

a) Most energy – buildings;      

Most GHGs – transportation

b) Most energy – transportation; 

Most GHGs – buildings

c) Most energy - buildings;     

Most GHGs – waste

d) Most energy – transportation; 

Most GHGs - transportation



Energy consumption (GJ), Emissions (tCO2e), and 

Expenditures ($) by sector in 2017 



Baseline: 2017 Emissions Inventory

Total: 97,000 tonnes of 
CO2e

4.8 tCO2e/capita



Climate change is fundamentally 

inequitable. Taking action on 

climate change can be difficult 

and/or time consuming and/or 

expensive:

1. What are some ways to ensure 

that climate action in Squamish 

is accessible and equitable?

Discussion



Equity

Ways to enhance 

accessibility:

1. Incentives

2. Education and 

engagement

3. Making climate 

action fun

Image: Squamish Chief

Equity



Emissions: Business as Usual Scenario



Big 
Move

Strategy Action

Includes:

Visions, 
Modelling

Assessed by: 

Cost, Impact, 
Leverage

Types:

Direct, Incentivize,
Educate, Partner

CCAP 

Structure



30

The Big 

Moves



Projected CCAP Greenhouse Gas Emissions



Spectrum of 

Actions

Clear authority / control and 
Proven low-risk approaches

Waste

New Buildings

Limited Authority and 
Barriers to Progress at Scale

Existing Buildings

Clear authority
less control over outcomes 

Beyond the car

Electrified 
Passenger Vehicles

Low Carbon 
Commercial Vehicles



6,200 tonnes 

short NOT a plan to fail!

• These targets are 

ambitious

• We have to: 

– learn more

– do more

– adapt

– adopt 

– iterate

Image: Sea to 

Sky Gondola



Questions and 

discussion

Thank you!

Ian Picketts
ipicketts@squamish.ca

mailto:ipicketts@squamish.ca

